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Motivation 

• Need to increase the Research Readiness Level (RRL) of 
noise emission and propagation capabilities for possible 
future use in FAA noise tools

• Quantifying noise requires accounting for both a complex 
environment and model input/output uncertainties

• Need an integrated approach to account for uncertainties 
in accurately modeling of the aircraft state and resulting 
noise (source), atmospheric and meteorological conditions 
(propagation) and ground impedance and terrain profile 
(receiver)

• Want enhanced capabilities to better support new aircraft 
entering service and environmental impact studies
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Objectives
• Quantify uncertainties of both numerical model and field 

data for predicting aircraft noise in real world situations
- Establish overall uncertainty based on input information

• Validate current and new FAA noise modeling capabilities

• Review and analyze field data that are influenced by (i) the 
meteorological conditions, (ii) the effect of high-speed 
source motion 

• Identify sets of field data for specific propagation scenarios 
to validate the enhanced modeling capabilities

Approach
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Status of databases
Dataset Key feature Status Date

Acquired
Discover/AQ 
Acoustics

Propeller
aircraft

In ASCENT Dec. 2015

Vancouver 
Airport

Terminal area 
noise

In ASCENT Aug. 2016

BANOERAC Jet aircraft en-
route

In ASCENT Dec. 2017

SILENCE(R) Careful A321 
measurements

Waiting on 
Airbus

In process

• Discover/AQ now being used extensively at Purdue.
• BANOERAC now being used extensively at Penn State.
• SILENCE(R) data pledged by Airbus for use in Project 40.
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Schedule and Status

Penn State
• Identify role of directivity in received levels on the ground for 

common subsonic airliners
• Assess relative importance of source versus propagation, accounting 

for uncertainties
• Develop source models including intensity, directivity, and sensitivity 

of noise to changes in aircraft state

Purdue
• Identify appropriate datasets that have variations in measured noise 

levels for comparable flight routes and flight patterns
• Estimate the possible uncertainties in AEDT due to the ground and 

Doppler effects
• Study the Doppler effect due to source motion on the apparent 

ground impedance

Project was turned back on in June 2019.  Thank you!
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Recent Accomplishments (Purdue)
• Predict sound pressure levels in time 

histories for all frequency bands.
• Overall agreement is good.
• Doppler’s effect can be seen clearly in 

the spectral data.
• Doppler’s effect on A weighted noise 

level is studied in detail.

Issues identified
• Unable to separate source uncertainty 

from the propagation uncertainty.
• Uncertainties in source power are larger 

than the variations of propagation 
effects in many cases. This means that 
the uncertainties in source power 
cannot be ignored

• Adjustments are needed for comparing 
the AEDT model with point-to-point 
measured data.

a

b

c

Spectral Analyses

(a) Measurement; 
(b/c) Predictions with/without 
inclusion of the Doppler effect
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Uncertainties in AEDT

Corrections

NPD curve (interpolate 
with power and distance)

• Air absorption
• Lateral

Required noise level 
(SEL or max noise)

Noise Power Distance curve of 
P-3B (P-3C)

• Air absorption effect 
corrected using P-3B 
Orion’s spectrum and 
atmospheric data.

• Lateral Att. using 
sideline distances and 
elevation angles.

Possible uncertainities
in AEDT

• Doppler effect
• Ground effect
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Level flight and subtraction of sound 
exposure levels

SEL = SELno propagation - Attpropagation

SEL in the model:

What to compare:
A B( ) = SEL - ΔS  SEL =EL Δd ΔAtt(Δd)

Receiver A
SELA

Receiver B
SELB

𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥

• The simultaneous noise levels were due to the same noise source – P3B Orion.
• The difference between the noise levels at the two receivers is due to the 

propagation effect. 
• There are 6 receivers in a group,  then there will be 15 ΔSEL to use.
• The directivity of source could influence the analysis but it should be small at 

long distances.
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Activity for the current year (Purdue)
• Focus on the propagation effects instead of both 

propagation and source modeling.
• Use method of subtraction to analyze propagation effect. 

To minimize influence of source uncertainties.

Steps to analyze Discover-AQ dataset 
1. Identify appropriate datasets for analysis based on 

signal/noise ratio, path similarity, etc.
2. Use subtraction method to minimize source uncertainties
3. Use sound exposure level (top 10 dB exposure level) to 

analyze propagation factors.
4. Compare propagation effects in DISCOVER-AQ data with 

those obtained from AEDT and theoretical model.
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Purdue Summary

• Work underway to quantify uncertainties via available 
data
– Comparison of the measured SEL for the level flight data taken 

from Discover-AQ dataset with the predictions according to AEDT 
and the ray model

– Comparison of NPD in AEDT database with that calculated by the 
ray model (including the Doppler effect)
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Penn State Summary

• To accurately predict aircraft noise, it is necessary to 
account for both the convective amplification and the 
noise directivity.

• Source levels and directivity as a function of frequency 
are needed to explain the details of the received noise 
levels.

• Need detailed information about aircraft state to predict 
absolute noise levels.

• Not shown here:  We are working more closely with 
Georgia Tech on ASCENT Project 43 to develop improved 
noise source models.
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Overall Status

• Project 40 lives again!
• Next steps:

– Purdue:  linking Discover/AQ Acoustics data to AEDT predictions 
and NPD database

– Penn State:  looking more closely at effects of aircraft state and 
propagation on received noise levels

• Key challenges/barriers
– Just beginning to understand uncertainty in aircraft noise 

sources.  Lots more to do. Collaborations with Georgia Tech on 
Project 43 will help meet this challenge.

– It is not easy to find additional industrial partners who can 
provide supporting data or expertise for this topic
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